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SERIES MANUAL

*每一款槍型基本配備不同依實際出貨為主。圖片僅供參考。
The components/accessories for each model may have kind of differences
depending on the actual goods. Images are only for reference.

ICS-91

Full Metal

MG-12
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MG-11

MG-21

MA-70

機匣蓋
Top receiver

瓦斯鋼管
Gas tube

AR Birdcage flashhider

夜間覘孔
Rear night sight
覘孔
Rear sight

折疊托
Folding Stock

腳架
Bipod

MG-20
MG-25

MG-14
MG-13
MK-39

MG-15
MG-22

ICS-91

MC-68
MC-16

MK-43
MG-26

MG-24

MG-27

MP-35

ICS-96

ICS-92
Proline

MG-30

MG-32

Proline

MG-23

Proline

Rear sight and front sight adjustments

MG-28
MG-29

切換夜間準星 Switch to front night sight

準星左右調整 Windage correction

準星高度調整 Adjust the high of sight post

MG-31

¤

DOWN
往上扳即可切換
To switch by pulling up

覘孔調整方式

Rear sight and adjustments

ICS-96 TOD-MRS

往上扳即可切換
To switch by pulling up

¤

UP

將準星調整桿壓入，定位轉動即可調整高低
Insert the sight adjustment tool in the front sight and
turn it for adjustment.
切換夜間覘孔
Switch to rear night sight

將夜間覘孔往上扳起
Lift up rear night sight

以一字起子將準星調整螺絲轉動即可左右調整
Take screwdriver to make the windage correction.

近距
Short distance

遠距
Long distance

將覘孔往前扳動
Move rear sight forward

將覘孔往後扳動
Move rear sight backward
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Bipod

腳架拆 卸 Disassemble bipod

1. 先將固定桿轉到定位
後並把固定桿往後拉
2. 往下拉開腳架
1. Release fix-stick to right
position then pull stick
2. Unfold bipod

腳 架 收折

腳架 釋 放

Fold bipod

Unfold bipod

1. Fold and align the bipod

1. Fold and align the bipod

Gear box

Press the top receiver catch button

Remove the battery

Remove the top receiver.

Magazine attachment
Load BBs

2. Then unfold the bipod into
handguard

2. Then release the bipod

H-UP
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Press the magazine release lever to load or
unload the magazine.

貼 腮按 裝 方式
Cheek rest set

3. To the right position and let the
bipod stand.

3. Release the bipod and get
stuck into handguard

(1)

(4)
(4)
(1) 1.Mount cheek rest base(1) on the stock

Handguard disassembly
Push upper handguard forward
and release it.

2.Mount cheek rest plate(2) on the stock
3.Fix cheek rest base and plate by screws
(3) and screw nuts (4) in proper tightness.

(3)
(3)

(2)

(4)
(4)

Pull up the handguard fixed catch.
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單 連發 選 擇方 式

Selector lever and safety setting

Safety setting
Screw the locker by flat screwdriver
90 degree clockwisely and counterclockwisely.

Folding stock

1.Pull up handguard catch 2.Push handguard ring forward.
3.Push lower handguard forward to take off.

Push the butt catch
and fold the butt
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Push forward the handguard ring and
then the lower handguard can be removed.

How to use a cleaning rod
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(2)

(3)

1.Insert the check rest (1) into the stock from the top.
2.Put in the spring (2) and keep the spring in left.
3.Install the slide (3) from right to left and push inside.
Move the slide (3) to left to test the rebound.
4.Tight the slide (3) by screws (4) and move the slide
(3) to left to test. Loose the screws a little bit if the
slide (3) hardly be moved to left.

Fully automatic

Semi automatic

H-UP調整方式
H-UP adjustment

槍機往後拉
charging set backward

Cut the cotton cloth length :
approx 25~30mmWidth : approx:10mm
and wind the cut cotton cloth

上飄
Decrease Hop

下墜
Increase Hop

往前
backward

H-UP調整:
子彈過於上飄，請調整撥盤向上旋轉。子彈過於下墜，請調整撥盤
向下旋轉。BB彈呈現一直線的彈道才是正確射法。
H-UP Adjustment:
When the BB pellet rises up, rotate the dial counter-clockwise
to lower trajectory down. When the BB pellet falls down, rotate
the dial clockwise to raise the trajectory up. Make sure the
trajectory of BB pellet to be straight.
上飄 Decrease H-UP

Use the cleaning rod to
move the cotton forwards
and backwards along the
barrel to clean and remove
any dirt build-up inside.

往後
forwards
槍機往後拉
charging set backward

正確
Best
trajectory
下墜 Increase H-UP

